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VERNACULAR

SUSTA INAB IL I TY

Vietnam has, in recent years, become an exemplary example of a developing

country that has forayed successfully into contemporary sustainable architecture by

marrying its rich heritage to modern-day developments in architectural practice.

Today, Vietnamese architecture features modernist layouts, forms, and building

systems, but realised with local materials and incorporating traditional techniques,

while maintaining a holistic bond with the environment. The resulting products are

sustainable utilitarian buildings that are responsive to the tropical climate,

economic in terms of budget and generating employment of local skilled labour – a

perfect blend of art and science.

Viettel Academy Educational Center

by VTN Architects. Photo by Hiroyuki

Oki
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Young architects from India could benefit exponentially from observing

contemporary Vietnamese architecture as the pros and cons architects deal with in

Vietnam are largely similar to that in India. Issues like high population density, space

premium, harsh climate and limited financial resources are common to both.

Likewise, advantages like abundant natural material resources, readily available

labour and traditional know how in the construction field are also common to both.

Vietnam has produced innovative yet feasible architecture that is both aesthetically

pleasing and functionally efficient. Budding Indian architects would benefit from

experiencing architecture that intelligently blends the best of the old and new, the

built and the open.

Why Vietnam?



 

THE  ARCHITECTURE

EXPER IENCE

Cuckoo house by

Tropical Space.

Photo by Oki

Hiroyuki

The best approach to growing as

an architect is to learn from

experiencing and observing. The

Architecture Experience aims to

do just that – to take an existing

project proposal and enhance its

core architectural values by

incorporating the ideals of

Vernacular Sustainability studied

on this tour.

These visits will focus on observing

and learning about the importance

of site sensitivity, different

architectural techniques – active

and passive, importance of

material selection and other

aspects vital to sustainability. The

visits will foster a deep

understanding of building

with nature with an inclination to

local materials and techniques,

while working on an existing

project will illustrate the

immediate applications and

impacts of Vernacular

Sustainability ideals on

contemporary architecture.

1 4  DAYS ,

20  PART IC IPANTS ,

4  C IT IES
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VAC LIBRARY

This experimental children’s public library’s structure is a wooden frame climbing structure with

concrete shelves and seating slabs in randomized modules. Other modules house coops for

chicken and a small pond with koi carps wraps around the structure. This combination allows the

creating of an aquaponic system with the plants, fish and chicken creating a closed loop cycle of

production.

Observe how sustainable micro-cultivation can be achieved in an urban space by creating a small

symbiotic eco-system.

SENTIA SCHOOL

The irregular zig-zag form of the building along with its  colourful and irregular window canopies

evokes a playfulness inviting to children but it’s form and shapes are also determined by

architectural responses to the site and environment. The built form is used to segregate the open

spaces into different zones for different ages. Green roofs and shaded courtyards further act as

natural cooling agents.

Observe efficient planning to maximize on built and open spaces. Applying macro logic

strategies to elements like windows and courtyards.

 

IMPORTANT  PLACES  V IS I TED
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Top: VAC Library by Farming Architects. Photo by Thai Thach, Viet Dung An

Bottom: Sentia School by 1+1>2 architects. Photo by Do Minh Duc



CUCKOO HOUSE

Designed by Tropical Space, this café + dwelling is the perfect juxtaposition of built and open

spaces in an urban environment. The large volumes of openings in the public spaces and the

artistic fenestrations in the private spaces ensure great natural light and ventilation.

Learn how to manipulate masses and voids to create dialogues within spaces, inviting the viewer

into some spaces while maintaining the privacy of other spaces without compromising on its

connection to the open spaces.

HANOI  MUSEUM

The inverted pyramid form, acts as a natural shading device for the lower floors containing

artefacts sensitive to harsh lights. The water feature adds a calmness while also having a cooling

effect on the site. The large central spiral ramp creates a sense of fluidity between the galleries

while allowing for better dispersal of diffused light.

Observe spatial design principles of the building. Also use the experience to better understand

the traditional/cultural/socio-economic identity of Vietnam.
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IMPORTANT  PLACES  V IS I TED

Top: Cuckoo house by Tropical Space. Photo by Oki Hiroyuki

Bottom: Hanoi Museum by gmp Architekten. Photo by Marcus Bredt



FLAMINGO BAMBOO
PAVILION

Part of the Flamingo Dai Lai Resort, this pavilion, used as a bar/café, is a masterpiece of

parametric form achieved with the use of steel and bamboo. The pavilion is easy to transfer,

convenient to disassemble and reuse many times.

Realize the potential of bamboo as a modern day material that can be used in the most high-end

of projects without compromise.

NAMAN RETREAT

This 3.4 heactare beach resort consists of beach villas, bungalows and a hotel building. The entire

complex is encased within vertical concrete louvers with green cover which helps retain privacy

within the rooms without obstructing the views while increasing shading, natural ventilation and

air quality. The Beach bar of the Naman Retreat is another excellent example of the versatility of

bamboo. Elaborate columns, beams and trusses are achieved at much lesser costs using bamboo

without compromising the structural strength.

Observe the benefits of a green cover and learn how to maintain and manipulate it to maximum

gain. Observe how to use bamboo to create aesthetically pleasing and structurally sound

structures, fully accommodated with amenities like waterproofed ceiling, MEP, etc.
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IMPORTANT  PLACES  V IS I TED

Top: Flamingo Bamboo Pavilion by BambuBuild. Photo by Hoang Le

Bottom: Naman Retreat. Photo by Hiroyuki Oki



BÊTANIA

The L-shaped building constitutes a student housing, library and restaurant. Corridors are

widened into public spaces and courtyards with latticed walls funnel in the fresh cool breeze and

light the spaces while keeping out the hot sun. The heavy rainfall is taken advantage of by the

sloping roofs equipped with collectors which replenish an underground reservoir or are diverted

to the public water system.

Observe low-cost passive methods of cooling, rainwater harvesting and how to aim towards self-

sufficiency.

ARCHITECT STUDIO VISITS

Visits to 3 architect studios - 1+1>2 architect studio in Hanoi, Farming Architects in Hanoi, and

Tropical Space studio in Ho Chi Minh City.  

Discussions about environmentally friendly building practices and sustainable material selection;

combining modern technologies with local construction methods and materials to bring a

contemporary look for vernacular architecture which is self-sustained; creating unique and

environmentally friendly buildings with bamboo.
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IMPORTANT  PLACES  V IS I TED

Top: Bêtania by atelier OBJECTIFS. Photo by Julien Barro

Bottom photo by Farming Architects



The experience is designed with

the intent of enhancing

architectural understanding, by

creating a hands on and

interactive learning layer on top of

a curated travel plan. Throughout

the trip, participants will visit

architecturally relevant sites, both

historic and modern.

They will explore methods of

observation and documentation while

focusing on ideologies of Vernacular

Sustainability and its applications. The

project will start with a pre tour

assignment and session for the

participants to get to know each other

and the context of this architecture

experience in Vietnam. Participants will

engage with the curator in daily

sessions, discussions and a closing

workshop on the last two days of the

experience. The discussion will cover

the feasibility and impact of their

design modifications and how to

proceed post-trip. Participants will also

get to engage in dialogue with local

Vietnamese architects and draw

parallels with their design approach

back home in India.

ON  TOUR

DISCUSS IONS ,

ON  S ITE

OBSERVAT IONS ,

ASS IGNMENTS  AND

FEEDBACK

 

PROJECT

OVERV IEW

Project work by the Sri Lanka

October batch - A pop up pavilion

design
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Participants get to understand

Vernacular Sustainability as a concept,

and how to apply it in an urban

context, with the aim of being more

sustainable in their solutions.

Participants will take part in a two day

workshop towards the end of the

curated experience, during which

they will document and consolidate

their observations, engage in critical

thinking and design exercises, and

build a repository of knowledge

created over the experience.

Post the trip, this work may be published

and exhibited with collaborating

organisations and media outlets.

 

From a learning perspective, participants

get to understand how their domain of

interest approaches sustainability, and

how they can work towards Sustainable

Development Goals in their projects.

 

At the end of the Experience, participants

will have an improved practical

understanding of  what they study  in

college and learn how to implement these

strategies into their own project,

enhancing their portfolios.

 

Participants also get

internship  opportunities from our

partners.

RELEVANT PROJECTS,

INTERNSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES,

UNDERSTANDING OF

VERNACULAR

SUSTAINABILITY

 

WHAT  I S  IN  I T

FOR  ME ?

The June batch at VAC Library by

Farming Architects
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EXPER IENCE

OVERV IEW
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DAY 1
Morning arrival in Hanoi, Vietnam.

Orientation  on the structure of the

tour visits and project. Finalisation of

teams, and the participants’

individual roles and responsibilities

within the team will be defined.

Places to visit: Ho Chi Minh’s Stilt

House, One Pillar Pagoda, Cua Bac

Church.

DAY 2
Topics of discussion: Spatial design

principles, efficient planning, macro

logic strategies.

Places to visit: Hanoi Museum, 1+1>2

architect studio, Sentia school, Pizza

4P's Phan Ke Binh.

DAY 3/4
Topics of discussion: Aquaponics,

sustainable micro-cultivation,

symbiotic eco-system, usage

of bamboo as a modern day material,

interior landscaping.

Places to visit: VAC library, Farming

architects studio, Hanoi Ancient

House, Government Guest House,

Hanoi Opera House.

Late night arrival in Da Nang,

Vietnam.

DAY 5
Topics of discussion: Green cover in

buildings, versatility of bamboo.

Places to visit: Naman retreat the

Babylon, Naman retreat beach bar,

43 factory coffee roaster.

DAY 6

DAY 7/8

DAY 9
Early morning arrival  in Ho Chi Minh

City, Vietnam.

Topics of discussion:  Renovation of

heritage buildings, natural light and

ventilation.

Places to visit: Fine Arts Museum, Ben

Thanh Market, Central Post Office,

People’s Committee Building, Siagon

Opera House.

DAY 10
Topics of discussion:  Flexibility and

strength of bamboo, different

properties of bamboo, fusion of

traditional and modern styles, 

Places to visit: Vinh Nghiem Pagoda,

Tropical Space studio, Binh Quoi

Village.

Day trip to Huế.

Topics of discussion: Low-cost passive

methods of cooling, rainwater

harvesting, self-sufficiency.

Places to visit: Bêtania by atelier

OBJECTIFS.

Topics of discussion: Creating

dialogues within spaces, micro-

climate, minimalist form and

material selection.

Places to visit: Cuckoo House, Terra

Cotta Studio.

*All places are subject to change on the basis of availability

DAY 11/12/13/14
2 day workshop, culmination of the

tour.

Departure to India.

Days 4, 8 and 14 are free days for the participants to explore the cities



The Architecture Experience is curated

by Saagar Tulshan, who will also be

accompanying the participants on the

tour. He is an architect and

entrepreneur. He is currently an

architecture associate at one the leading

workspace startups in the world.

Through the formative years of his

career, he worked at Venkataramanan

Associates, taking lead on design

communication, architectural design

and urbanism; Saagar is the founder of

an international collaborative 'The Open

Box Project', exploring design through

tactical urban interventions, research

and outreach programmes, notable

projects include Level up: an urban

pavilion in Croatia, Reflection: a

meditation pavilion in Kerala,

SecondSkin: an open source design

project to create wearable multi

function shelters for the homeless and

refugees.

CURATOR

&  TOUR  LEADERCurator -
Ar.  Saagar Tulshan

2012 - 2016 – B. Arch at School of Architecture,

Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore

2015 - 2016 – National Vice President, National

Association of Students of Architecture, India

2016 – 2018 Architect, Venkataramanan

Associates, Bangalore

2018-2019 Architect, WeWork, Bangalore

2016-present - Founder and tutor, The Open Box

Project

Timeline

1 1

He is also the co founder of a location

intelligence startup that creates

actionable insights from urban data. A

graduate from MSRIT SOA, Saagar is the

former vice-president of the National

Association of Students of Architecture

and has represented India at several

architecture congregations over the

years. He continues to be an active part

of networks like the European

Architecture Students’ Assembly. His

work and lectures have been widely

published and appreciated.



OUR  PARTNERS

IN  V IETNAM
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ALUMNI

TEST IMONIALS
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OWEENA FERNANDES
5th  Year ,  Goa  College  of  Architecture ,  Goa

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

In  terms  of  learning ,  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  helped  me  a  lot

as  I ’m  also  doing  my  dissertation  in  this  area  of  study  (sustainable

architecture ) ,  so  i t  helped  me  save  a  lot  of  t ime  and  also  to  mention  a

different  point  of  view  from  other  participants .  Planning  wise ,  i t  was  very

well  planned  and  organised  which  lessened  the  worries  about  travell ing

and  helped  us  concentrate  more  on  the  architectural  experience .  I  look

forward  to  another  tour  with  The  Happy  Llamas  in  the  future .

SAGARIKA KAUSHIK
4th  Year ,  Vastu  Kala  Academy ,  Delhi

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  was  a  great  experience  for  me  since

before  this ,  I  felt  a  l i tt le  out  of  place  and  wanted  motivation  to  move  ahead

-  so  this  tr ip  really  helped  me  with  that  and  helped  me  understand  my

profession  better .  It  was  good  to  see  sustainable  architecture  in  real  l i fe ,

and  see  real  l i fe  interpretation  of  subjects  l ike  building  construction  and

architectural  design .  I  also  loved  interactions  with  fel low  participants .

SAPTARSHI GHOSH
3rd  Year ,  Sathyabhama  University ,  Chennai

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (July  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  was  a  very  good  tr ip  which  was

extremely  informative .  I  loved  our  interaction  with  Takashi  Niwa  -  he

explained  everything  and  answered  all  our  questions .  I  also  got  to

understand  concepts  l ike  venti lation ,  rooftop  vegetation ,  differentiating

spaces ,  which  I  can  use  in  my  college  project  too .  The  usage  of  bricks  in

Cuckoo  House ,  Terra  Cotta  Studio  was  very  interesting .  I  also  got  to

understand  other  students '  approach  to  architecture ,  and  am  even  making

a  presentation  of  what  I  learnt  on  this  tr ip ,  for  my  college .  With  all  the

places  I 've  been  to  and  all  the  people  I 've  met ,  i t 's  definitely  a  tr ip  I  would

always  remember !

PAURAS NARVEKAR
3rd  Year ,  Goa  College  of  Architecture ,  Goa

Participant  -  The  Architecture  Experience  Vietnam  (June  2019 )

The  Architecture  Experience  was  a  great  experience  as  I  got  to  know  what

analysis  actually  was .  Sustainabil ity  refers  to  solving  existing  problems ,  and

not  just  install ing  solar  panels !  The  stay  and  visits  were  planned  well .  Mohor

shared  a  lot  of  her  own  experiences  as  a  student  which  also  helped .  I  also

got  many  of  my  architecture  related  doubts  cleared  which  I  couldn 't  solve

before ,  along  with  an  understanding  of  functionality  and  aesthetic .  Overall  I

got  many  questions  answered  and  I 'm  satisf ied .



All our Experiences are aimed at implementing and solving the 17 Sustainable Development

Goals set by the UN.

 

Goal no. 17, Partnerships for the Goals, is key to our Experiences, since we work with a global

team of experts to be able to add value to the learning of the participants.

 

The Architecture Experience focuses on 3 of the Goals primarily -

SUSTA INABLE

DEVELOPMENT  GOALS

- Develop quality, reliable,

sustainable and resilient

infrastructure, including regional

and transborder infrastructure, to

support economic development

and human well-being

- By 2030, achieve the sustainable

management and efficient use of

natural resources

 

- Support developing countries to

strengthen their scientific and

technological capacity to move

towards more sustainable patterns

of consumption and production

- By 2030, ensure access for all to

adequate, safe and affordable

housing

 

- By 2030, enhance inclusive and

sustainable urbanization and

capacity for participatory,

integrated and sustainable human

settlement

 

- By 2020, substantially increase the

number of cities and human

settlements adopting and

implementing integrated policies

and plans towards inclusion,

resource efficiency, mitigation and

adaptation to climate change,

resilience to disasters

Goal 9: Build resilient

infrastructure, promote

sustainable industrialization

and foster innovation

Goal 11: Make cities inclusive,

safe, resilient and

sustainable

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable

consumption and

production patterns
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At The Happy Llamas, we curate Experiences for participants to show

them how their domains work in the real world, and how they

approach sustainability. Why?

 

We believe that the world has a lot to offer, and only on going out and

engaging with different cultures in different corners of the world can

one get a holistic view of life, and evolve personally and professionally.

We also feel strongly about the need to make this planet, the only one

that we have, more sustainable.

 

Keeping these two thoughts in mind, we work with domain and

subject matter experts to co-curate Experiences where we inspire

today's youth on how to make this world a better place to live for

themselves and their peers, and creating positive global impact in

their domains of interest.

 

We invite you to join us in this journey, and be a part of an inclusive

and global community of changemakers!

ankit@thehappyllamas.com

+91 8310 58 5352

www.thehappyllamas.com

Contact Us

THE

HAPPY  LLAMAS
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WE  A DH E R E  T O  WOR K  T OWA RD S  T H E  S U S T A I N A B L E  D E V E L O PM E N T  GO A L S

A building can only be
understood by moving
around and through it,

and by experiencing the
modulation, and feel the

spaces one moves through
- from outside into

verandah, then rooms,
passages, courtyards.

Architecture cannot be
totally explained but must

be experienced

G E O F F R E Y  B A W A

WWW . T H E H A P P Y L L AM A S . C OM

VAC Library by Farming Architects.

Photo by Thai Thach, Viet Dung An


